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Information

60654

Section
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Attachments

Are attachments (other than associated schedules) being
filed with this application?
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City:
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Information

Applicant Name, Type, and Contact Information
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Address
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Information

Digital Core
Programming

Section

Question

Response

Station Type

Station Type

Network Affiliation

Affiliated network

NBC

Nielsen DMA

Utica

Web Home Page Address

http://www.wktv.com/

Question

Response

State the average number of hours of Core Programming per week broadcast by the station on its main program

3.0

stream
State the average number of hours per week of free over-the-air digital video programming broadcast by the

168.0

station on other than its main program stream
State the average number of hours per week of Core Programming broadcast by the station on other than its

3.0

main program stream. See 47 C.F.R. Section 73.671:
Does the Licensee provide information identifying each Core Program aired on its station, including an indication

Yes

of the target child audience, to publishers of program guides as required by 47 C.F.R. Section 73.673?
Does the Licensee certify that at least 50% of the Core Programming counted toward meeting the additional
programming guideline (applied to free video programming aired on other than the main Yes No program
stream) did not consist of program episodes that had already aired within the previous seven days either on the
station's main program stream or on another of the station's free digital program streams?

Yes

Digital Core
Programs(18)

Digital Core
Program (1
of 18)

Response

Program Title

The Chica Show

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 10:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

2

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Chica is a five-year-old chick who spends her days with her parents in their costume shop, the Coop. The

educational

shop's one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica's nanny and the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large

and

floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window. In each episode Chica

informational

develops or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve. Usually her issues involve impulse

objective of

control, distractibility, judgment, and inter-personal behaviors. She and Kelly usually work on the problem

the program

through an adventure-a fantasy transformation to animation-- where Bunji and Stitches come alive and join

and how it

Chica and Kelly for the problem solving process. The core educational content is primarily socio-emotional

meets the

development, and Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, and interact with

definition of

others effectively. She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to become proficient at different skills

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1

Questions

Response

Title of Program

The Chica Show

List date and time rescheduled

7/5/14 @ 1:00pm

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-07-12

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

The Chica Show

List date and time rescheduled

9/14/14 @7:00am

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-27

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Digital Core
Program (2 of
18)

Response

Program Title

Noodle & Doodle

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled

2

Sports

Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

2 years to 5 years

Child
Audience
Describe the

Noodle and Doodle, an instructional series, features creating art projects and cooking projects around a

educational

specific theme. Host, Sean, drives around in a double-decker bus fully equipped with art supplies and a

and

kitchen, ready for any assignment. The projects encourage parent engagement and often feature families

informational

working together to make something to display within the child's home. Sean's side-kick, Doggity, is an ever-

objective of

faithful beagle who transforms into an animated character during interstitial trips to a parallel universe, set

the program

in a kitchen full of prank playing animated characters. The art projects typically promote utilizing recycled

and how it

materials in order to demonstrate that creativity can transform something intended for one purpose into

meets the

something that achieves a completely different goal.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle & Doodle

List date and time rescheduled

7/5/14 1:30pm

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-07-12

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Noodle & Doodle

List date and time rescheduled

9/14/14 @ 7:30am

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-27

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (3
of 18)

Response

Program Title

Justin Time

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

2

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Justin Time features a little boy, Justin, who wants very much to master his destiny, have great adventures,

educational

and solve problems. He begins with a problem that vexes him and daydreams his way into an adventure

and

that takes him to different places around the world, providing him with an experience to help solve his

informational

problem when he returns home. Justin is accompanied by two imaginary friends throughout his adventures;

objective of

Olive, a knowledgeable playmate, and Squidgy, the morphing flying sponge, who provides commentary and

the program

comedy along the way. Some examples of Justin's lessons involve learning that it takes focus to achieve

and how it

success, our failures can teach what we need to do to succeed next time, or when one path to solve a

meets the

problem doesn't work, you can find an alternative way to achieve your goal. Justin promotes self-directed

definition of

learning from the young child's perspective and imagination

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Justin Time

List date and time rescheduled

7/6/14 @ 1:00pm

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-07-12

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Justin Time

List date and time rescheduled

9/21/14 @ 7:00am

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-27

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Digital Core
Program (4
of 18)

Response

Program Title

Tree Fu Tom

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

2

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of
Program

30 mins

Sports

Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Tree Fu Tom, is a live action/animated series about a little boy who lives in a rural area and has a rich

educational

fantasy life in the woods behind his home. Tom uses specific movements to summon up magic powers that

and

permit him to morph into an animated hero and fly around in Treetopolis, the fantasy version of his woods.

informational

While in Treetopolis, Tom and his friends, Ariella, Twigs, Squirmturn and Zigzoo will invariably run into a

objective of

problem or disaster that needs fixing. Tom calls upon the audience to practice original dance moves that will

the program

bring him "Big World" magic so he and his friends can resolve their challenge of the day. Educational

and how it

messages reinforce positive socio-emotional content, with examples that model: being loyal to good friends,

meets the

knowing how to ask for help, doing the right thing instead of what is convenient, making the effort to share

definition of

rather than being selfish, or relying on teamwork in order to accomplish a goal.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Tree Fu Tom

List date and time rescheduled

7/6/14 @ 1:30pm

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-07-12

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Tree Fu Tom

List date and time rescheduled

9/21/14 @ 7:30am

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-27

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Digital Core
Program (5
of 18)

Response

Program Title

Lazytown

Sports

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 12:00pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

2

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Lazy Town encourages fitness and healthful habits for preschool children. In the imaginary setting of Lazy

educational

Town, characters' eating and fitness habits are linked to problem solving in their world. The lead character is

and

Stephanie, a young girl who guides the audience through the story as she and her friends ("human"

informational

puppets) and her Uncle (Mayor Milford Meanswell) navigate life within Lazy Town. Robbie Rotten, the

objective of

underground spy and influencer who personifies the ethos of Lazy Town, is determined to ruin the health

the program

and fitness practices of Stephanie and her friends. When the kids have difficulty with Robbie Rotten,

and how it

Sportacus, a gymnast/athlete prepared to answer any call for help, comes to the rescue from his home in a

meets the

zeppelin-like aircraft that hovers over earth. The underlying themes of Lazy Town stress the importance of

definition of

eating "sports candy" (aka fruits and vegetables), always obtaining sufficient sleep, and going outside to

Core

engage in a wide range of physical activities including playing games, competing athletically, and even

Programming.

building forts and play structures.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Lazytown

List date and time rescheduled

7/12/14 @7:00am

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-07-12

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Lazytown

List date and time rescheduled

10/5/14 @ 12:00pm

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-27

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Digital Core
Program (6
of 18)

Response

Program Title

ZOU

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 12:30 PM

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

6

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

7

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

7

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of
Target Child
Audience

2 years to 5 years

Sports

Describe the

Zou is a French series based on the Zou books by Michel Gay. Targeted for children age 2-5, each episode

educational

explores the kind of learning issues that emerge from every day encounters in the life of a preschool child. If

and

Zou plays his drums too loud, how can he learn to play them softly? If Zou wants a car, but has only a

informational

cardboard box, how can he transform it? If Zou lost his friend's favorite airplane, how does he explain? How

objective of

can Zou be successful at baking a cake if he has never done it before? How can Zou muster the courage to

the program

go to the doctor when he's afraid of injections? These are big issues in the mind and life of a preschool child

and how it

and Zou demonstrates how to have fun, ask for help, listen to advice, and try different solutions until he can

meets the

commit to the strategy that works. The show says it, shows it, and does it, in the embedded and naturally

definition of

occurring lesson within each episode

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

7/12/14 @ 7:30AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-07-12

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

8/16/14 @ 9:30AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-08-16

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #3
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

9/20/14 @ 7:30AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-20

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #4
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

8/30/14 @ 9:30AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-08-30

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #5
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

10/5/14 @ 12:30PM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-27

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #6
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

9/13/14 @ 9:30AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-09-13

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #7
Questions

Response

Title of Program

ZOU

List date and time rescheduled

8/23/14 @ 9:30AM

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

Yes

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted

2014-08-23

Episode #
Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core Program (7 of 18)

Response

Program Title

Rescue Heroes Ch 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday, 7am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

8

scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

7 years to 13 years

Describe the educational and

The Rescue Heroes are a crack team of international emergency response

informational objective of the

professionals who travel the globe to help those in danger. Equipped with the latest up-

program and how it meets the

to-the-minute knowledge, high-tech hardware and cutting-edge technology, they are

definition of Core Programming.

dedicated to promoting safety and saving lives everywhere

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (8 of 18)

Response

Program Title

Rescue Heroes Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday,7:30am

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

8

scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions
Number of Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled

0

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

7 years to 13 years

Describe the educational and

The Rescue Heroes are a crack team of international emergency response

informational objective of the

professionals who travel the globe to help those in danger. Equipped with the latest up-

program and how it meets the

to-the-minute knowledge, high-tech hardware and cutting-edge technology, they are

definition of Core Programming.

dedicated to promoting safety and saving lives everywhere

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (9 of 18)

Response

Program Title

Sonic X Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly Scheduled

Saturday, 8:00am

Total times aired at regularly scheduled

13

time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for other than
Breaking News
Number of Preemptions Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

7 years to 13 years

Describe the educational and informational

Follow the adventures of Sonic and friends. They must stop the evil genius

objective of the program and how it meets

Dr. Eggman from getting the powerful Chaos Emeralds. If Dr Eggman gets his

the definition of Core Programming.

hands on the Chaos Emeralds, he will take over the world!

Does the Licensee identify the program by

Yes

displaying throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (10 of 18)

Response

Program Title

Bolts & Blip Ch 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 8:30am

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired
Number of
Preemptions

0

Number of
Preemptions for
other than Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

7 years to 13 years

Audience
Describe the

Bolts & Blip: It's 2080 and the earth is at peace thanks to the C.R.A.T.E.R Project, an intergalactic

educational and

sports circuit located on the moon where Robotic teams battle to settle Earth's disputes. When two

informational

robot misfits, Bolts & Blip, accidently become members of the League's last placed team, they are

objective of the

determined to prove themselves and help their new ragtag friends climb the ranks. But the stakes get

program and how it

even bigger when they discover that both the moon and Earth are threatened by the evil Dr. Blood!

meets the definition

Will these little robots become big heroes?

of Core
Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol
E/I?

Digital Core
Program (11
of 18)

Response

Program Title

The Spectacular Spider Man Ch 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 9:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of
Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled

0

Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

7 years to 13 years

Child
Audience
Describe the

Spectacular Spider-Man: After a spider bite transforms him into Spectacular Spider-Man, 16-year-old Peter

educational

Parker works through his grief over the death of his beloved Uncle Ben by spending his summer vacation

and

fighting crime. Muggers and thieves aren't much of a challenge, but everything that he thought to be true is

informational

suddenly challenged as Peter comes face-to-face with a rogues' gallery of villains, including the Vulture,

objective of

Lizard, Green Goblin, Kingpin and Venom. As he tries to balance the pressures of teenage life with those of

the program

fighting crime, Peter learns about love, life, family, friendship - and what it takes to translate great power to

and how it

great responsibility - as he encounters the vilest villains, falls for the most heartfelt loves, and faces his

meets the

most dire crises as he battles the forces of evil.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (12 of 18)

Response

Program Title

Justice League Unlimited Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 9:30am

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

7 years to 13 years

Child Audience

Describe the

The "founding members" of the Justice League, Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Flash, Martian

educational and

Manhunter, Green Lantern and Hawkgirl continue to defend the planet from every known threat. Along

informational

the way, they are aided by a large number of other superheroes from the DC Universe, including

objective of the

Aquaman, Black Canary, Captain Marvel, Supergirl and more. The League not only clash with their

program and how

famous nemeses, from Brainiac, Lex Luthor, Mantis and many others, but the building tensions

it meets the

between the Justice League and a secret government agency known as Project Cadmus.

definition of Core
Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (13 of
18)

Response

Program Title

Dragon Ball Z Kai Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday, 10:00AM

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

7 years to 13 years

Describe the educational and

The epic adventure continues as the famous martial artist Goku and his son Gohan are

informational objective of the

shocked when they learn that Goku belongs to an alien race called the Saiyans, who are

program and how it meets the

bent on destroying the Earth. Father and son travel the galaxy, battling Saiyans and other

definition of Core

enemies in their heroic attempt to save the world from total destruction

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify the
program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (14
of 18)

Response

Program Title

Digimon Fusion

Origination

Network

Yes

Days/Times

Saturday, 10:30AM

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

7 years to 13 years

Child
Audience
Describe the

There is another world beyond our own. A digital world where powerful creatures known as 'Digimon' battle

educational

for supremacy. But the fate of the Digital World is at risk by evil forces and the Digimon need our help. A

and

young, human boy named Mikey is transported into the Digital World along with his two best friends. The

informational

kids meet a feisty Digimon called Shoutmon and his formidable but quirky Digimon companions. Brave

objective of

Shoutmon longs to be the benevolent 'King of the Monsters' and asks for the kids' help to achieve his goal.

the program

Compassionate Mikey immediately agrees to help, setting off an epic adventure and engaging in

and how it

extraordinary duels like none you've ever seen before. Now, the fate of the digital world lies in the hands of

meets the

one extraordinary human boy.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program
(15 of 18)

Response

Program Title

Yu-Gi-Oh! Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday, 11:00am

Regularly Scheduled

Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

7 years to 13 years

Audience
Describe the

Yu-Gi-Oh! tells the tale of Yugi Moto, a young boy who solves an ancient artifact known as the

educational and

Millennium Puzzle, causing his body to play host to a mysterious spirit. Yugi and his friends love

informational

playing the card game Duel Monsters, and with the help of his doppelganger, Yugi becomes the

objective of the

most famous duelist in the world. When Yugi learn that the spirit inside his puzzle is actually an

program and how it

unnamed Pharaoh from Egyptian times, he and his friends attempt to help the Pharaoh regain his

meets the definition of

memories.

Core Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (16 of
18)

Response

Program Title

Yu-Gi-Oh! Zexal Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of
Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled

0

Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

7 years to 13 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Yuma Tsukumo is a young duelist who strives to become the Duel Monsters champion. During a duel

educational and

with a school bully, a mysterious spirit called Astral appears before him, and helps him to win. Astral

informational

explains to Yuma he is searching for his lost memories, which have been transformed into 99 Xyz

objective of the

Monsters cards called Numbers and have been scattered across the globe. In order to recover his

program and

memories, Astral teams up with Yuma in order to recover the Numbers cards. Using the powers of

how it meets the

Zexal, the two must compete with Numbers Hunters, who seek to claim the Numbers cards for

definition of Core

themselves in order to destroy Astral's home world.

Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (17 of
18)

Response

Program Title

Cubix: Robots for Everyone 1 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 7:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

5

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child Audience

6 years to 11 years

Describe the

Cubix: Robots for Everyone takes place in the year 2040 in Bubble Town where robots outnumber

educational and

humans. The series centers around a 13 year old boy named Connor, his robot Cubix, and the members

informational

of a special club known as Botties. Each member of the Botties has their own robot with a unique

objective of the

characteristic. The robots are friendly, efficient and function in imaginative ways to help make Bubble

program and

Town a great place to live. But it's a good vs. evil world and Connor and the Botties learn lessons of right

how it meets the

and wrong, teamwork, courage and problem solving during their adventures to thwart Dr. K.'s evil

definition of

schemes to take control of Bubble Town's robots.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (18 of
18)

Response

Program Title

Cubix: Robots for Everyone 2 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 7:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

5

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

6 years to 11 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Cubix: Robots for Everyone takes place in the year 2040 in Bubble Town where robots outnumber

educational and

humans. The series centers around a 13 year old boy named Connor, his robot Cubix, and the members

informational

of a special club known as Botties. Each member of the Botties has their own robot with a unique

objective of the

characteristic. The robots are friendly, efficient and function in imaginative ways to help make Bubble

program and

Town a great place to live. But it's a good vs. evil world and Connor and the Botties learn lessons of right

how it meets the

and wrong, teamwork, courage and problem solving during their adventures to thwart Dr. K.'s evil

definition of

schemes to take control of Bubble Town's robots.

Core
Programming.

Does the
Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Yes

Non-Core
Educational and
Informational
Programming (0)

Sponsored Core
Programming (0)

Liaison Contact

Question

Response

Does the Licensee publicize the existence and

Yes

location of the station's Children's Television
Programming Reports (FCC 398) as required by
47 C.F.R. Section 73.3526(e)(11)(iii)?
Name of children's programming liaison

Dina Vivacqua

Address

5936 Smith Hill Road

City

Utica

State

NY

Zip

13502

Telephone Number

315-793-3477

Email Address

dvivacqua@wktv.com

Include any other comments or information you

BROADCAST EFFORTS Public Service Announcements WKTV

want the Commission to consider in evaluating

broadcasts public service announcements designed to enhance the

your compliance with the Children's Television Act

education of children in the target audience of our network

(or use this space for supplemental explanations).

programming. Special emphasis is placed on areas of education,

This may include information on any other noncore

physical and mental health, personal safety, anti-drug information and

educational and informational programming that

better decision making. In addition to locally produced and broadcast

you aired this quarter or plan to air during the next

Public Service Announcements aired by WKTV, the stations efforts

quarter, or any existing or proposed non-broadcast

are augmented by PSAs produced and presented on the NBC

efforts that will enhance the educational and

network. NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS Personal Appearances

informational value of such programming to

Station staff often makes personal appearances at local schools,

children. See 47 C.F.R. Section 73.671, NOTES 2

speaking in front of classes, student groups and at career

and 3.

development events.

Other Matters (16)

Other
Matters (1 of
16)

Response

Program Title

The Chica Show

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Chica is a five-year-old chick who spends her days with her parents in their costume shop, the Coop. The

educational

shop's one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica's nanny and the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large

and

floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window. In each episode Chica develops

informational

or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve. Usually her issues involve impulse control,

objective of

distractibility, judgment, and inter-personal behaviors. She and Kelly usually work on the problem through an

the program

adventure-a fantasy transformation to animation-- where Bunji and Stitches come alive and join Chica and

and how it

Kelly for the problem solving process. The core educational content is primarily socio-emotional

meets the

development, and Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, and interact with

definition of

others effectively. She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to become proficient at different skills.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(2 of 16)

Response

Program Title

Noodle & Doodle

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 12:30pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child
Audience from

2 years to 5 years

Describe the

Noodle and Doodle, an instructional series, features creating art projects and cooking projects around a

educational

specific theme. Host, Sean, drives around in a double-decker bus fully equipped with art supplies and a

and

kitchen, ready for any assignment. The projects encourage parent engagement and often feature families

informational

working together to make something to display within the child's home. Sean's side-kick, Doggity, is an ever-

objective of

faithful beagle who transforms into an animated character during interstitial trips to a parallel universe, set in

the program

a kitchen full of prank playing animated characters. The art projects typically promote utilizing recycled

and how it

materials in order to demonstrate that creativity can transform something intended for one purpose into

meets the

something that achieves a completely different goal.

definition of
Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (3 of
16)

Response

Program Title

Poppy Cat

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 12:00pm

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

1

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Poppy Cat, based on the book series by Lara Jones, models the use of imagination and storytelling to

educational

encourage creative thinking in viewers. Each episode features the narrator Lara, reading a story about

and

Poppy Cat, to her own cat (who is also named Poppy). She weaves an exciting tale following her

informational

imagination, which leads her to distant lands reached by boat, plane, hot air balloon or train. Each story

objective of

features Poppy Cat, as the leader of a group of animal friends, a resident bully Egbert the badger, and other

the program

occasionally recurring characters. A prevailing message emerges within each episode to be nice to your

and how it

friends and always work together. There remains an overarching implicit message within every episode as

meets the

well: think creatively and exercise your mind through reading and storytelling - for these activities always

definition of

lead to enjoyment and adventure

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (4 of
16)

Response

Program Title

Tree Fu Tom

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled

Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Tree Fu Tom, is a live action/animated series about a little boy who lives in a rural area and has a rich

educational

fantasy life in the woods behind his home. Tom uses specific movements to summon up magic powers that

and

permit him to morph into an animated hero and fly around in Treetopolis, the fantasy version of his woods.

informational

While in Treetopolis, Tom and his friends, Ariella, Twigs, Squirmturn and Zigzoo will invariably run into a

objective of

problem or disaster that needs fixing. Tom calls upon the audience to practice original dance moves that will

the program

bring him "Big World" magic so he and his friends can resolve their challenge of the day. Educational

and how it

messages reinforce positive socio-emotional content, with examples that model: being loyal to good friends,

meets the

knowing how to ask for help, doing the right thing instead of what is convenient, making the effort to share

definition of

rather than being selfish, or relying on teamwork in order to accomplish a goal.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (5 of
16)

Response

Program Title

Lazytown

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Lazy Town encourages fitness and healthful habits for preschool children. In the imaginary setting of Lazy

educational

Town, characters' eating and fitness habits are linked to problem solving in their world. The lead character is

and

Stephanie, a young girl who guides the audience through the story as she and her friends ("human"

informational

puppets) and her Uncle (Mayor Milford Meanswell) navigate life within Lazy Town. Robbie Rotten, the

objective of

underground spy and influencer who personifies the ethos of Lazy Town, is determined to ruin the health

the program

and fitness practices of Stephanie and her friends. When the kids have difficulty with Robbie Rotten,

and how it

Sportacus, a gymnast/athlete prepared to answer any call for help, comes to the rescue from his home in a

meets the

zeppelin-like aircraft that hovers over earth. The underlying themes of Lazy Town stress the importance of

definition of

eating "sports candy" (aka fruits and vegetables), always obtaining sufficient sleep, and going outside to

Core

engage in a wide range of physical activities including playing games, competing athletically, and even

Programming.

building forts and play structures

Other Matters (6 of 16)

Response

Program Title

Astroblast!

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday, 10:00 am

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

2 years to 5 years

Audience from
Describe the

Astroblast! follows the zany adventures of a crew of space animals who run the Astroblast Space

educational and

Station, the coolest hangout in the galaxy. The team of animals who run it, Comet, Halley,

informational objective

Sputnik, Radar and Jet are the best of friends, all under the watchful eye of Sal the Octopus. They

of the program and

have very different personalities, which leads to messy situations. Through it all, the Astroblast!

how it meets the

crew learn to accept their differences, help one another and make new friends.

definition of Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(7 of 16)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millian: Family Edition 1 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 7am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to better deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to

how it meets

Great Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover the how to be a responsible pet owner.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(8 of 16)

Response

Program Title

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millian: Family Edition 2 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 7:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition is a weekly half-hour series produced for viewers 13-16

educational and

and the entire family that educates and informs the audience about canine training techniques and

informational

creating healthy environments for dogs. Hosted by renowned dog behaviorist and trainer Cesar Millan,

objective of the

Dog Whisperer with Cesar Millan: Family Edition travels far and wide to help problem pups and teach

program and

families to better understand how to better deal with a dog's negative behavior. From Chihuahuas to

how it meets

Great Danes, no job is too big (or small) for Cesar. Viewers will have the chance to witness remarkable

the definition of

transformations first-hand and discover the how to be a responsible pet owner.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (9 of
16)

Response

Program Title

Calling Dr. Pol 1 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 8:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Calling Dr. Pol is a weekly half-hour series that explores the fascinating occupation of veterinary medicine.

educational

Designed to educate and inform viewers aged 13-16 and the entire family this inspiring series invites

and

viewers to share in the experiences of Dr. Pol. An enthusiastic and naturally-inclined and well-rounded

informational

scholar, Dr. Pol has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 35 years. Caring for more than 19,000

objective of

patients, Dr. Pol has seen it all. Specializing in large farm animals, Dr. Pol, his family and veterinary staff

the program

also care for animals of all shapes and sizes. Each week audiences will have a chance to understand the

and how it

challenges and rewards of this fulfilling profession and learn that the work doesn't end at the clinic; Dr. Pol

meets the

often takes his talents to the road by helping sick or injured animals on neighboring farms and ranches. With

definition of

the added benefit of Dr. Pol's expert analysis and on-screen factoids, viewers will have the opportunity to

Core

learn about the biology and behavior of various domesticated animals and livestock. Unstoppable and

Programming.

unflappable, this Doc is a legend in the community and provides an entertaining view of the veterinary
profession.

Other
Matters (10
of 16)

Response

Program Title

Calling Dr. Pol 2 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 8:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Calling Dr. Pol is a weekly half-hour series that explores the fascinating occupation of veterinary medicine.

educational

Designed to educate and inform viewers aged 13-16 and the entire family this inspiring series invites

and

viewers to share in the experiences of Dr. Pol. An enthusiastic and naturally-inclined and well-rounded

informational

scholar, Dr. Pol has been practicing veterinary medicine for over 35 years. Caring for more than 19,000

objective of

patients, Dr. Pol has seen it all. Specializing in large farm animals, Dr. Pol, his family and veterinary staff

the program

also care for animals of all shapes and sizes. Each week audiences will have a chance to understand the

and how it

challenges and rewards of this fulfilling profession and learn that the work doesn't end at the clinic; Dr. Pol

meets the

often takes his talents to the road by helping sick or injured animals on neighboring farms and ranches. With

definition of

the added benefit of Dr. Pol's expert analysis and on-screen factoids, viewers will have the opportunity to

Core

learn about the biology and behavior of various domesticated animals and livestock. Unstoppable and

Programming.

unflappable, this Doc is a legend in the community and provides an entertaining view of the veterinary
profession.

Other Matters
(11 of 16)

Response

Program Title

The Brady Barr Experience 1 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 9:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child Audience
from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the

The Brady Barr Experience is a weekly half-hour series that is designed to inform and educate viewers 13-

educational

16 years of age. In this action-packed series viewers will go behind the scenes with Dr. Brady Barr for a

and

captivating ride through the world of wildlife and animal conservation. As a seasoned herpetologist, Dr.

informational

Brady Barr has traveled to five continents, worked with hundreds of scientists and has gotten up close and

objective of the

personal with some of the most misunderstood animals on the planet. Brady Barr has made it his life's

program and

work to study and protect some of the world's most dangerous and endangered land animals and in this

how it meets

series, he will share is knowledge and passion for the earth's wildlife with the audience.

the definition of
Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(12 of 16)

Response

Program Title

The Brady Barr Experience 1 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 9:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

The Brady Barr Experience is a weekly half-hour series that is designed to inform and educate viewers 13-

educational

16 years of age. In this action-packed series viewers will go behind the scenes with Dr. Brady Barr for a

and

captivating ride through the world of wildlife and animal conservation. As a seasoned herpetologist, Dr.

informational

Brady Barr has traveled to five continents, worked with hundreds of scientists and has gotten up close and

objective of the

personal with some of the most misunderstood animals on the planet. Brady Barr has made it his life's

program and

work to study and protect some of the world's most dangerous and endangered land animals and in this

how it meets

series, he will share is knowledge and passion for the earth's wildlife with the audience.

the definition of
Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (13
of 16)

Response

Program Title

Expedition Wild 1 Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 10:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of
Program

30 mins

Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Hosted by wildlife expert Casey Anderson, Expedition Wild is a weekly half-hour series designed to educate

educational

and inform viewers aged 13-16. This live-action series is an innovative and action-packed odyssey through

and

North America's wild places - revealing a rare glimpse into the beauty and complexity of the natural world.

informational

Viewers follow Casey on a series of breathtakingly wild adventures: he'll paddle the Grand Canyon, ski with

objective of

Wolverines in British Columbia, observe Mountain Lions in Montana, stake out the scavengers of

the program

Yellowstone, investigate a raven's nest, observe Polar Bears on Alaska's northern slope, and climb to

and how it

rugged extremes in pursuit of Northern Maine's Black Bears. With Casey's expertise, audiences are witness

meets the

to a rare and personal experience with endangered species, some deadly, others dashing, in the stunning

definition of

natural ecosystems that they call home.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (14
of 16)

Response

Program Title

Expedition Wild 2 Ch 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 10:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Hosted by wildlife expert Casey Anderson, Expedition Wild is a weekly half-hour series designed to educate

educational

and inform viewers aged 13-16. This live-action series is an innovative and action-packed odyssey through

and

North America's wild places - revealing a rare glimpse into the beauty and complexity of the natural world.

informational

Viewers follow Casey on a series of breathtakingly wild adventures: he'll paddle the Grand Canyon, ski with

objective of

Wolverines in British Columbia, observe Mountain Lions in Montana, stake out the scavengers of

the program

Yellowstone, investigate a raven's nest, observe Polar Bears on Alaska's northern slope, and climb to

and how it

rugged extremes in pursuit of Northern Maine's Black Bears. With Casey's expertise, audiences are witness

meets the

to a rare and personal experience with endangered species, some deadly, others dashing, in the stunning

definition of

natural ecosystems that they call home.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (15
of 16)

Response

Program Title

Rock the Park Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:00am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Rock the Park is a weekly half-hour series produced and designed to educate and inform children 13-16

educational

years of age. The series taps into America's love affair with our national parks. In this awe-inspiring and

and

entertaining series our hosts, Jack Steward and Colton Smith, come face to face with nature and some of

informational

the most amazing places on earth. The viewers will learn, along with Jack and Colton, about the wonders of

objective of

nature and the variety of wild animals that inhabit America. Viewers will witness the fascinating activities of

the program

the massive brown bears of the Katmai National Park in Alaska, mammoth glaciers crashing into the sea,

and how it

and Jack and Colton to facing their fears on the quest to make the climb of their lives in North Cascades

meets the

National Park in Washington, Jack and Colton's adventures on Rock the Park will inspire families to go out

definition of

and explore the vast resources that the national parks provide.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (16
of 16)

Response

Program Title

Reluctantly Healthy Ch. 29.2

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday, 11:30am

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of
Target Child
Audience
from

13 years to 16 years

Describe the

Rock the Park is a weekly half-hour series produced and designed to educate and inform children 13-16

educational

years of age. The series taps into America's love affair with our national parks. In this awe-inspiring and

and

entertaining series our hosts, Jack Steward and Colton Smith, come face to face with nature and some of

informational

the most amazing places on earth. The viewers will learn, along with Jack and Colton, about the wonders of

objective of

nature and the variety of wild animals that inhabit America. Viewers will witness the fascinating activities of

the program

the massive brown bears of the Katmai National Park in Alaska, mammoth glaciers crashing into the sea,

and how it

and Jack and Colton to facing their fears on the quest to make the climb of their lives in North Cascades

meets the

National Park in Washington, Jack and Colton's adventures on Rock the Park will inspire families to go out

definition of

and explore the vast resources that the national parks provide.

Core
Programming.

Certification

Question

Response

The undersigned certifies that he or she is (a) the party filing the Children's Television Programming, or an
officer, director, member, partner, trustee, authorized employee, or other individual or duly elected or appointed
official who is authorized to sign on behalf of the party filing the Children's Television Programming; or (b) an
attorney qualified to practice before the Commission under 47 C.F.R. Section 1.23(a), who is authorized to
represent the party filing the Children's Television Programming, and who further certifies that he or she has
read the document; that to the best of his or her knowledge, information,and belief there is good ground to
support it; and that it is not interposed for delay.
FAILURE TO SIGN THIS APPLICATION MAY RESULT IN DISMISSAL OF THE APPLICATION AND
FORFEITURE OF ANY FEES PAID
Upon grant of this application, the Authorization Holder may be subject to certain construction or coverage
requirements. Failure to meet the construction or coverage requirements will result in automatic cancellation of
the Authorization. Consult appropriate FCC regulations to determine the construction or coverage requirements
that apply to the type of Authorization requested in this application.
WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENTS MADE ON THIS FORM OR ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE PUNISHABLE BY
FINE AND/OR IMPRISONMENT (U.S. Code, Title 18, §1001) AND/OR REVOCATION OF ANY STATION
AUTHORIZATION (U.S. Code, Title 47, §312(a)(1)), AND/OR FORFEITURE (U.S. Code, Title 47, §503).
I certify that this application includes all required and relevant attachments.
I declare, under penalty of perjury, that I am an authorized representative of the above-named applicant for the

WKTV,

Authorization(s) specified above.

LLC

Attachments

No Attachments.

